Meeting Notice

Subject: Presentation on recommendations of cost norm committees for modification in guidelines of MIDH beyond 31.03.2017—reg.

Cost norm committees were constituted with the approval of Secretary (DAC&FW) to re-visit the existing cost norms of MIDH and give their recommendations.

2. Chairman of all the cost norm committees have submitted their recommendations.

3. The recommendations of the committees have been tabulated and a presentation is being organized before Additional Secretary (MIDH) to consider them as per the following schedule:

Date & Time: 12/04/2017 (Wednesday) at 3 pm

Venue: CR-138, Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi

4. It is requested to make it convenient to attend the presentation as per the schedule mentioned above enabling the division to take further necessary action for acceptance of the recommendations of competent authority prior to incorporating the same in draft EFC/CCEA note.

(M.K. Mishra)
Under Secretary (MIDH)
Tel: 011-2307 4238
e-mail: mrityunjaya.m@nic.in

Distribution:
1. Horticulture Commissioner (Cost norms related to area expansion, rejuvenation and protected cultivation & PHM)
2. DDG(HS), ICAR (Cost norms related to Tissue Culture Lab, Seed Infrastructure, Nursery and Planting Material)
3. MD, NHB & Chairman, CDB ((Cost norms of NHB & CDB)

Copy for information to:
1. PPS to Secretary (AC&FW)/ Additional Secretary (MIDH)
2. PS to JS (MIDH)
3. PPS to Director (Hort.)
4. PPS to Adviser (Hort.)
5. CEO & CA, NCCD
6. ADC(TS)
7. DC(NKP)/DC(SK)/DS (Fin)
8. US(SNJ)/US(SK)/AC(SKK)/ US (Fin. II)
9. ED, NBB
10. Technical Dir (NIC)/Chief Consultants (MIDH)/Young Professionals (MIDH)